ACHA SHPCCC meeting
February 17, 2021
Meeting minutes

In attendance: Blake Flaugher (he/him), Christine Kukich (she/her), John Laury (he/him), Brandy Reeves (she/her), Lizzie Finley (she/her), Camilla Herndon (she/her), Cheryl Owens (she/her), Christina Burke, Elaine Miller (she/her), Joseph Henson, Nancy Cicak, Bettina Pedone (she/her), Heather Eastman-Mueller (she/her)

- SHPCCC leadership review
  - Jordan will take over as Chair in June 2021
- Coalition purpose review
- Updates
  - New ACHA membership model—send it to people on campus
    - Discussion about who to share ACHA membership information with
      - Schools talked about being intentional about who they share membership information with—people in specific types of roles
  - Best Practices Toolkit: Coming soon!
    - Best Practices Webinar: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=99TidYvHEOg&t=4s](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=99TidYvHEOg&t=4s)
  - Revising Best Practices document
    - Contemplative stage—have discussed it, but haven’t yet made changes
    - Health equity additions
  - New Sexual Health Services survey has been launched. Please complete the survey for your institution. For calendar year 2020. Doing 1 version for even years and another version for odd years. Some consistency throughout both documents—surveillance data on STI rates. Odd years will be asking about best practices that schools are doing (based on Best Practices document).
  - Sexual health case studies webinar on YouTube: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xxKtihDe18](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xxKtihDe18)
  - ACHA proposal: Expedited Partner Therapy (EPT)
    - John Laury, Joanne Brown, Blake Flaugher
      - Good time to promote—being underutilized according to SHS survey
- Open discussion
  - HIV testing practices and linkage to care
    - Reference group from NCHA
      - 52.5% of all students living with HIV did not have a medical appointment in the last year (aligns with national data, but very low). HIV national plan says that people living with HIV should be linked to and retained in care.
        - 77% of students on their parent’s/guardian’s insurance plan did not have a medical appointment in the last year, compared with 47% of those with SHIP.
- Privacy concerns for being on parent’s/guardian’s plans?
  - 72% of women did not have an appointment, compared with 38% of men.
  - 5/11 trans and non-binary students did not have an appointment.
  - 68% of straight people did not have a medical appointment compared with 30% of non-straight people.
  - 79% of those who did not have a medical appointment were straight.
- Conversation about how to get to why students living with HIV are living with care.
  - Someone posed a question about whether schools have a PrEP program—defined/structured program for linking to care. Non-clinician aspect—helping with other prevention behaviors, reminders about making appointments for refills, etc.
    - One school has a PrEP clinic—have non-clinical appointment to discuss behaviors along with clinical appointment; allows for extra time. Risk assessment, compliance with medication adherence. Works well!
    - At another school, medical director is person who oversees PrEP clinic. Health promotion staff provides prevention (condom kit).
    - Someone shared that LapCorp has reduced pricing for labs—often the biggest barrier for PrEP. “Indigent pricing” has an 80% cost reduction.
    - Discussion around access—all providers should be able to prescribe PrEP; if it’s only one person, that limits access.
    - Pull data on PrEP usage to get buy-in for clinic/program
- Is anyone experiencing consensual/non-consensual choking on campus?
  - One school is starting to see that more—collecting data. Students trying to mimic pornography and are involved in choking in some way. At times it’s consensual in the beginning and then may become non-consensual. Getting data through SAFE/SANE nurses, focus groups, surveys.
    - Mostly women getting choked, but all genders. May not be an established relationship—happening during some hookups; don’t have skills to do communication with a new/one-time partner. Seems to be becoming a norm
  - Another school said they get questions in presentations about it.
- Are any schools using standing orders for their nurses to do PrEP?
  - At this school, nurses are able to order PrEP. Can spend more time with students compared to a clinician. Working well.
    - Consensus is that most schools are using clinicians and not nurses
    - One school said a nurse was able to do STI testing and preliminary PrEP testing, but then referred to clinician
    - Suggested to post on the ACHA discussion board to see what other schools may be doing